Examples of APA Citations for Common Types of Online Sources

If the Author Is Listed
References page entry:
(Note: Italicize stand-alone documents like the report in this example, but use regular type with Web pages or articles.)

In-text citation: *paraphrase* (student’s own wording of information from this Web page): (Reiter, 2007).
In-text citation: *quotation* (exact wording from this Web page): (Reiter, 2007, para. 3).
In-text citation: *quotation* (exact wording from this Web page if it has headings): (Reiter, 2007, Reasons for Climate Change section, para. 2).

If No Author Is Listed
References page entry:

In-text citation: *quotation* (exact wording from this Web page): (“New Child Vaccine,” 2001, para. 3).
In-text citation: *quotation* (exact wording from this Web page if it has headings): (“New Child Vaccine,” 2001, Funding section, para. 2).

If a Group Author Is Listed
References page entry:

In-text citation: *paraphrase* (student’s own wording of information from this Web page): (Mayo Clinic Staff, 2012).
In-text citation: *quotation* (exact wording from this Web page): (Mayo Clinic Staff, 2012, para. 3).
In-text citation: *quotation* (exact wording from this Web page if it has headings): (Mayo Clinic Staff, 2012, Symptoms section, para. 2).

If Using a Baker College Library Database Article
References page entry:

If Using Online Images
References page entry: *(for last page of a paper or last slide of a PowerPoint presentation)*

In-text citation *(below the image in a paper or at the bottom of the PowerPoint slide)*

*Figure #.* Student-created caption. From “Original Title of Image,” by author, year (http://URL). Copyright [year] by Name of Copyright Holder. (or “In the public domain.”)

*Example*

*Figure 1.* Value all life. From “Parents Holding Baby,” by Vera Kratochvill, n.d. (http://www.publicdomainpictures.net/view-image.php?large=1&image=11263) CCO 1.0.
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